The traffic demands at the stations of a communication network are usually not deterministic. Optimum loca tions found using deterministic techniques are poor when the random nature of the network traffic is con sidered. The concepts of absolute centers and medians are generalized to maximum probability absolute cen ters and medians. Minimum variance points are also considered. Techniques to locate these optimum points are discussed.
one may be asked to find a point on G from which the farthest point can be reached in the shortest time. In the simplest case, finding an opti mum point may be equivalent to finding the center or median of G [l,2] .
Hakimi considered the problem of finding the absolute centers and medians of a graph [3, 4] . In the formulation of his model, the 
J
In reality, the traffic occuring at a vertex is not a fixed number, but rather a random number with a possibly known probability distri bution. Consequently, an optimum point found by deterministic methods will vary with different realizations of the random events. It is there fore necessary to reevaluate the "optimality" of the deterministic optimum points. The concepts of absolute center and median must be generalized.
ABSOLUTE EXPECTED CENTERS AND MEDIANS
Consider a weighted n vertex graph G; a point X on G, is a point on some branch of G. The distance, d(X, Y), between any two points X and Y on G, is the length of the shortest path connecting X and Y (the length of a path is the sum of the branch weights in that path) [5] . Let H. (i = l,... ,n) be a nonnegative random variable corre sponding to the weight of vertex v. . With the above notions, we make the following definitions. Definition 1. A point X on a branch of G is an absolute expected center (AEC) of G, if for every point X on G 
If U is a random variable, Prob \ U > z j represents the probability that U is greater than z. 
.
If we let X = X , Eq. (11) gives Given a number r (or R), a natural goal is to find an X (or Y ) on G, such that Prob f max Hi d(vr Xq) >r j (or Prob^^d(v.,, Yq) > is minimized. In other words, we want to find a point X such that the greatest weighted distance stays within an allowable limit with maximum probability. These ideas lead to the following definitions.
Definition 5. A point X on a branch of G is a maximum probability absolute r center (MPArC) of G if for every point X on G R)
A point Y on a branch of G, is a maximum probability
The above definitions can be written in expanded form by intro ducing the concept of a local optimum point [3] . We demonstrate with points of G are available, the optimum point can be easily obtained.
Consider the graph of Figure 1 . If X is an arbitrary point on
and, it may be easily shown that
where F.
[z] is the cumulative probability distribution function of Figure 2 .
From Figure 2 and Eq. (9)> we can immediately obtain the following probability bounds for X , , a local MPArC.
The problem of finding a local MPArC is equivalent to finding an x which maximizes j j F.(x) and is numerically straight forward.
However, if the random variables H.,...,H are discrete, the following interesting result is obtained. Proof. Let F.
[z] (i = l,... ,n) be the cumulative probability distribution function of H. such that
The probability distribution of d(v^, X) Hi is Fi^,^> z = r, is a function F.(x) shown in Figure 3 and given by Eq. (25 a) for 0 < x < a. and by Eq. (25 b) for at < x < Bfe.
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and for Then, either there exists at least one interval, say (o> ,,co ) where this probability is maximum, or the maximum occurs only at an w. of
77.
Note that a maximum probability point must occur at an co. of J I , regardless of the existence of a maximum probability interval. Remark. A natural, parallel approach to the above problem is to find -15-a minimum variance absolute center, i. e. , a point X on G which minimizes Var { max H. d(v.,X)j . This problem is far more com plicated than the above because of the difficulty of obtaining analytic expressions for the moments of a finite set of non-identical random variables [7] . Even if normality assumptions are made, the approxi mate expressions encountered are complicated [7] and the problem is exceedingly cumbersome.
OPTIMUM LOCATIONS ON A GRAPH WITH SAMPLED POPULATIONS
Often, it is unreasonable to assume that the probability distri independently distributed. Furthermore, we will assume that F.
[z] , the unknown probability distribution of H. is strictly increasing; that is, H. is a continuous random variable.
i On the basis of the observed values of H., we would like to make a decision concerning the location of the optimum points of G.
Let S (z) be the empirical distribution function of H. [6] . In other 
Prob^JI (F.[z] -P) < JI S (z) < 77(F.[z] +P) >-1 as M-oo
and since the inequalities The problem of finding the maximum probability absolute medians of G on the basis of the population samples requires, in general, an n-fold convolution of the empirical distributions. However, the problem may be considerably simplified if we make the assumption that ) H. d(v., Y)
is a normal random variable. In this case, Eq. (29) must be maximized. In other words, we may base our optimization procedure on the sample means and sample variances of the vertex populations.
CONCLUSIONS
The concepts of absolute median and absolute center were generalized to include the randomness of the network traffic. A number of problems remain unsolved. For example, if the random variables which represent the vertex demands are not independent, the location of maximum probability points on G becomes considerably more challenging. Hakimi generalized the absolute median to an absolute p-median [4] . A similar generalization can be made in the probabilistic case. The problem becomes much more complicated if distance is considered to be a random variable. The author is presently studying the feasibility of such an extension.
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